DONALDSON INTRODUCES NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY DIESEL FILTRATION IN A COMPACT SIZE
Remove dirt in a single, efficient pass on slip tanks, fuel dispensers and other tight spots.
MINNEAPOLIS – June 9, 2014 – Donaldson Company, Inc. (NYSE:DCI), a leading, worldwide
manufacturer of filtration systems and parts, now offers a convenient way to deliver clean, dry diesel fuel
into equipment – helping our hard-working customers Achieve More.
The P575333 fuel filter is a compact version of Donaldson’s industry-leading P568666 fuel filter and is
designed specifically for use on slip tanks, mobile service trucks, inside fuel dispensers and other
locations where space is limited.
Clean fuel is vital for high pressure common rail (HPCR) fuel injectors on today’s diesel engines. Fuel
system pressures approach 40,000 psi and clearances can be as small as one micron. This new,
compact filter provides the most efficient filtration Donaldson has to offer, in a size that fits into tight spots,
where superior filtration was previously not possible.
Donaldson’s new fuel filter is designed to filter diesel fuel to an ISO 4406 cleanliness level of 14/13/11 in
a single pass. Diesel fuel filtered to less stringent cleanliness levels will not always stop the contamination
that can damage HPCR fuel injection systems.
“The need to deliver clean fuel in every situation is more important than ever before,” said Scott
Grossbauer, Global Manager of Clean Fuel and Lubricant Solutions at Donaldson Company. “Microscopic
dirt particles of 1-2 micron can destroy an injector system or prematurely plug onboard fuel filters. The
compact size of this new product means diesel fuel users can now get superior filtration in small spaces,
where our single pass premium filters previously did not fit.”
Donaldson will feature the new, compact clean diesel filter at the Global Petroleum Show booth #4454
held June 10-12, 2014 in Calgary, AB.
Learn more about Donaldson Clean Solutions at www.donaldsonfilters.com, and on YouTube.
About Clean Fuel Solutions
Donaldson Clean Fuel Solutions is a business unit dedicated to the bulk filtration of diesel fuel. We believe that fuelrelated issues shouldn’t be your operational problem. We believe you shouldn’t be slowed down by dirty fuel, fuel
chemistry issues or water in your fuel. We believe that with clean diesel you can Achieve More.
About Donaldson Company
Donaldson is a leading worldwide provider of filtration systems that improve people’s lives, enhance our Customers’
equipment performance, and protect our environment. We are a technology-driven Company committed to satisfying
our Customers’ needs for filtration solutions through innovative research and development, application expertise, and
global presence. Our over 12,800 employees contribute to the Company’s success by supporting our Customers at
our more than 100 sales, manufacturing, and distribution locations around the world.
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